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Abstract 
Interaction is an important and essential aspect of the educational 

learning processes, since it can be used in a wide range of educational 

settings, in diverse ways (Anderson, 2002). Personal response system 

technologies (PRS), also known as Clickers, facilitates interactivity with an 

audience, enabling participants to instantly respond to posed questions and 

provides a representation of the collected data. The implementation of such 

systems in real pedagogical settings enables teachers to obtain interactions 

within big classes while preserving the lesson’s flow (Martyn, 2007).  

SMS-HIT is a PRS based on mobile devices enabling student interactions 

via SMS or web, designed and developed in order to support learning and 

assessment activities in real educational or training situations (Kohen-Vacs, 

Ronen, & Bar-Ness, 2012). The users create and manage various activities 

in different topics and pedagogical goals. Types of interactivities offered by 

this system include voting by selection, free text and submission of 

quantitative data. 

A Design based research was conducted in order to evaluate different 

capabilities that SMS-HIT enables; this study aims to develop additional 

types of interactions to be added to the system, in order to promote the use 

of class interaction supported by PRS. During each of the three research 

iterations, the users’ usage, needs and suggestions have been investigated. 

According to the findings suitable additions were developed using .NET, 

combined with JQuery, HTML and CSS.  

The additional capabilities that have been developed, engage in a new ability 

of SMS-HIT - sequences activities: creating and managing sequences 

activities, presenting them and allowing audience to respond to them using 

mobile devices – one activity after the other. 

As a result of improving the system, users enjoy new and effective 

capabilities that were developed to meet these needs. In practice, the use of 

the SMS-HIT has become wider as more users create varied activities which 

contains diverse pedagogies. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Class interactions 

In an ever growing attempt to make K-12 education 1 and academic studies more 

appealing and productive for international learning communities, educational institutions are 

trying to generate a more advanced learning experience by integrating interactive activities 

in classes. Anderson (2002) Claims that facilitating a shift from a passive, teacher-centered 

environment, toward an interactive, student-centered environment, may lead to different 

learning styles and pedagogical opportunities. Promoting classroom interactions has been 

shown to enhance learning (Anderson, 2002), foster active learning environment, providing 

greater feedback for lecturers, increasing student motivation and engagement, and enabling 

a learning community (Markett et al., 2004), especially when teaching large classes 

(Dufresne R. J et al., 1996).  

One of the basic and most common teaching practices in class interaction is posing 

questions to the students during face-to-face lessons. These questions may aim to assess 

students’ knowledge and understanding and to expose their personal opinions on a certain 

issue. Students’ personal responses to teacher’s questions could be provided in a traditional 

way (orally or using the blackboard) or supported by technology (Kohen-Vacs, Ronen & 

Bar-Ness, 2012).  

 

1.2 Personal response systems 

Personal response systems, student response systems (SRS), or audience response 

systems (ARS) technologies, are also known as “Clickers”. The most common type of 

'classic' clicker is an ad-hoc voting system comprised of a main console (the teacher's) and 

individual transmitter devices for submitting responses, which can be mobile remote controls 

with a few voting buttons or embedded controller stations installed within the class (Duncan, 

2005). This form of technology can be used as a proper tool for presenting questions in large 

classes, as it enables teachers to introduce students with a question, and instantly gather and 

display the responses of the whole class. The obtained information is collected using PRS 

and could be presented by the teacher in various ways, whenever he chooses, without the 

need to disrupt the lesson flow; so that in practice these types of interactions could be 

performed during the class, as an integral part of the learning process. 

The use of PRS interactions during lessons (especially in large classes) has been 

shown to perform pre-assessment of current knowledge or formative assessment of student 

understanding, measure student attitudes, facilitate discussion and peer instruction, increase 

students’ retention and engagement (Duncan, 2006), increase students’ participation. 

Moreover, PRS have been shown to provide all students a chance to respond without fear of 

public humiliation and without having to worry about more vocal students dominating the 

discussion (Martyn, 2007). PRS also offers lecturers a number of advantage such as greater 

feedback of students’ knowledge in more than one way, since they can be used also to 

facilitate a formative peer assessment with a large audience. Using such systems for the 

benefit of peer learning provides an overview of the student's performance that can reveal 

knowledge gaps of all class (Mollborn and Hoekstra, 2010). 

                                                 
1 K-12 education - kindergarten and the 1st through the 12th grade of the publicly-supported school grades 

prior to college. 
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Despite the introduced affordances, PRS technology presents various challenges to 

cope with, such as the purchase and maintenance cost (Herreid, 2006). In addition, PRS 

familiarization process requires training of teachers and students; some of them still report 

having many difficulties using these systems interfering with the learning (Harlow et al., 

2009). Difficulties can be both at the management and the technical operation levels: 

enforcing policies in case of forgetting or losing the instruments, as well as problems in 

posting voting devices grades. Another challenge of the classic PRS is its usage purposes; 

unlike current electronic devices, which are always trying to incorporate as much 

functionality in one device as possible, clickers can be used for one and only purpose – as 

voting device. 

Basic and advance types of PRS offer different ways to cope with the mentioned 

challenges. SMS based systems, used with mobile phones, are one of the offered solutions as 

they enable teachers and students a convenient, well-assimilated and cheaper mean of 

communication (Mphahlele & Mashamaite, 2005). Teachers using SMS based PRS pointed 

out that this technology offers the following advantages over other methods: reliable mean 

of communication, cheaper than dedicated clicker systems, do not require logistical 

preparation before class and users have prior familiarity with the device and its operation, 

due to the fact that they are the owners of the personal mobile phone (Tretiakov & Kinshuk, 

2005).  Nowadays, in most of the classrooms students have their mobile phones switched on 

and occasionally they even use it while classes for exchanging messages, sending emails or 

web browsing. Studies have shown that encouraging students to uses their mobile phones can 

contribute to the class, and to their own learning (Scornavacca, Huff & Marshall, 2009). 

1.3 PRS solutions using smart phones  
In January of 2011, an SMS-based PRS preliminary review was conducted by the 

Department of Instructional Technologies at Holon Institute of Technology (HIT), Israel, in 

order to find a system which will enable four major capabilities: 

1. Use local communications provider, and allow students to respond by sending low 

cost SMSs.  

2. Create various types of activities which will fit different learning and pedagogical 

situations in broad study fields. 

3. Free use.  

4. Supports Hebrew language (primarily intended for users from Israel). 

 

The review included a number of online systems which simulate the operation of PRS 

using smart phones specific for pedagogical activities. The full review is presented in 

appendix A and the results of the review are summarized in table 1.  
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Table 1: Summary of the preliminary review – online PRS, 2011  

Environment   

 

Criteria  

Polleverywhere Mentimeter JANET txt 

Polleverywhere.com Mentimeter.com 
JANET txt By 

PageONE 

local communications provider X X X 

Variety of activities / pedagogical 

tools 
V not all are free V 

Free registration and use basic version basic version one-way 

Simple to use and operate V V X (many options) 

Supports Hebrew language - content partly partly V 

Supports Hebrew language - 

interface 
X X X 

 

The review was performed at the beginning of 2011 in order to find a system which 

will enable curtain features. The mentioned capabilities are in accordance with the systems 

development at the same time, which led to the conclusion as to the need to develop a system 

with such capabilities: Most of the services found in a review do not enable the use of local 

communications provider, and those which do, were developed for marketing or customer 

retention and are not adapted for teachers' pedagogical needs. Also, most of these services 

allow small, limited number of visualizations – which do not consistent with the Hebrew 

language. In light of these findings, the Department of Instructional Technologies at HIT, has 

decided to establish a system that will meet the needs defined. SMS-HIT was designed and 

developed in order to support learning activities in real educational or training systems. It 

enables teachers to create and enact customized response activities in classrooms in authentic 

pedagogical situations for any subject domain (Kohen-Vacs, Ronen, & Bar-Ness, 2012).  

1.4 Fostering learning with SMS-HIT  

SMS-HIT is a PRS based on mobile phones technology, which could be easily 

embedded and used during in class face to face interactions, as it enables student interactions 

via SMS or web. The system consists of two web environments:  

1. Editor environment (Figures 1, 2 – left) - The registered users of this environment are 

called “editors” as they can create activities, manage and present them to an audience. 

Editors are usually teachers or lecturers who have created a question to their audience. In 

some cases the editor might even be the students or pupils themselves, presenting a 

question to their class mates. People who are not registered may register free of charge 

through the editor environment.  

2. Mobile interface (Figures 1, 2 – Right) – used by the end users in order to respond to the 

activities presented by the editor. The end users, basically the audience of the teachers or 

lecturers, do not have to enroll to SMS-HIT, thus in practice, anyone may respond and 

reply. 

  

http://www.polleverywhere.com/
https://www.mentimeter.com/
http://www.pageone.co.uk/downloads/brochures/janettxt_brochure.pdf
http://www.pageone.co.uk/downloads/brochures/janettxt_brochure.pdf
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Figure 1: Editor Environment (left) and Mobile Interface (right) of text activity 

Figure 2: Editor Environment (left) and Mobile Interface (right) of rating activity. 
 

SMS-HIT user scenario is conducted in the following manner: The editor (teacher) 

creates an activity while choosing one of the existing interactivities offered: single or multiple 

selection, free text, rating or submission of quantitative data. This activity, usually prepared 

in advance by the editor, is displayed in class, whenever he wishes. The end users (students) 

may choose their preferred way of participating, using one of the following method: sending 

SMS, typing a URL or scanning a QR-code which will lead them to a mobile web response 

interface. Whichever way they choose, end-users may respond without registering to the 

system. The collected responses can be presented by the editor in different visualizations 

(tables, graphs, word clouds) according to the editor’s settings. The presentation is automatic 

and dynamic so it can be presented whenever the editor wishes: in real time, while the end-

users send their responses, or after the completion of providing responses. If necessary, the 

editor can control the way in which the users’ contributions are displayed.  
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1.4.1 Pedagogical potential of PRS and typical use 

The variety of pedagogical activities that could be performed using the system is 

wide:  

Collection of subjective or objective information of students, practice and assessment of 

knowledge and understanding of the participants or as a tool for collecting votes and ranking, 

as part of contests. The information gathered from the participants can serve the teacher in 

two ways: A. Immediate diagnosis of the level of students understanding and B. Basis for 

discussion on the meaning of the information gathered. Also, the system could be used 

independently or in integration with other CSCL environments to support a cross context 

learning activity (Kohen-Vacs et al., 2012). 

SMS-HIT environment was tested by a large number of practitioners from different 

institutions and disciplines, like instructional designers, academic institutions, K-12 teachers, 

principals and ICT instructors for teachers. The following section, created by system’s 

practitioners, will examine the potential of SMS-HIT through various activities and 

pedagogical goals: 

 In an undergraduate course on Negotiation and Conflict Management, as an 

introduction to the topic, students were asked to express their personal views on the 

most important qualities of a good negotiator. Students’ replies to the text activity 

were presented as a word cloud emphasizing the common views in the class. 

Subsequently, during the lecture, the teacher referred to students’ initial views and 

compared them with studies in the domain (Kohen-Vacs et al., 2012).  

 In a Science course, students were requested to measure their pulse and submit the 

data via SMS-HIT. The quantitative distribution was immediately presented and 

served as a reference for a subsequent discussion on the differences between the 

participants’ results, followed by repeated measurements under different conditions 

and their analysis.  

 In a Business Management course, the lecturer conducted a competition based on a 

complex simulation.  At the end, a vote was taken using SMS-HIT rating interaction 

activity. The students and judges were asked to rate their top three favourite groups 

and the responses were presented in order to determine the winner.  

 In an Educational ICT conference, a list of ten technologies was presented and 

participants were asked to choose the technologies they tend to use in their classes. 

The activity goal was to motivate participants to share personal experience and 

discuss the results.  

 

According to Robin's (2008) approach, in order to ensure the success of system use 

in class, there is a need to provide pedagogical support for specific technology usage, 

combined with proper, relevant interactions.  

SMS-HIT team continues its constant operations on a large scale, cooperates with various 

educational institutions, and creates varied meaningful activities incorporated in significant 

authentic pedagogical situations. 
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1.5 SMS-HIT functionalities 

The system consists of several basic capabilities, their combination enables the user some 

advanced operating possibilities: 

• User Management: editors may register to SMS-HIT free of charge, via a simple web 

form. After the system administrator approval, each user receives a password to access his 

personal SMS-HIT editor environment and start creating activities.  

• Creation of activities from various types: SMS-HIT enables editors to create different 

types of activities: single \ multiple-choice, text, quantitative and rating. According to the 

activity type, the editor may set several properties such as: title, question, distractors, correct 

answers (in case there are any), feedback, etc. 

• Responding mechanism - SMS or mobile interface: each activity in SMS-HIT has a 

unique, four figures code, used during the response process. For example: in order to respond 

to activity 1272 one may send SMS with the content: 1272-answer. Alternatively, it is 

possible to respond using the mobile web interface by typing a URL that contains the activity 

code - m.SMS-HIT.net/1272 or scanning a QR which is automatically generated by the 

system: 

 SMS via messaging line: SMS are sent to a Hotline operated by an external provider. 

The Hotline role is to deliver the messages to SMS-HIT web service, where the 

message is decoded and verified. The decoding process is performed using the unique 

activity code and the content is examined according to the appropriate activity. After 

decoding, the response is sent to SMS-HIT DB and the activity results are updated. 

Because the message is passed through external communication line, this process is 

longer and may take up to half a minute. 

 Mobile Web Interface: The web interface presents the questions and a suitable UI 

for a quick response – radio buttons for single questions, check box for multiple 

questions, open textbox for text question, etc. Responses are delivered to SMS-HIT 

DB web service and decoded and verified according to the process described above. 

The activity results are updated and presented immediately on the editor environment.  

The responses, both from SMS messages and web interface are collected and displayed in 

real time. All types of displays (graphs, word cloud, tables) are automatically updated without 

any need to refresh the page. 

• Manage activities: Using the editor environment, the user may control the display type as 

well as some more advanced option, such as:  

 Hiding the activity responses results (in case the editor is concerned that responses 

received and already displayed may affect the answers of the participants who have 

not yet responded). 

 Controlling the response instructions (in case the teacher prefers students to use only 

one of the options: SMS or web interface). 
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 Deleting comments (whether some of the content is inappropriate). 

 Uniting responses (in word cloud – in case some of the responses have a similar 

meaning). 

 

A Use-case UML diagram describe SMS-HIT user's interaction with the system can be found 

in the next section: 2.1 - SMS-HIT - DATA MODEL. 
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2 SMS-HIT - Technical Aspects  

2.1 SMS-HIT - Data Model 

The proper way to represent a data model of an application is by using diagrams 

containing the entities, and their relationships. An entity is a component that can be 

specifically identified and communicates with other entities. In SMS-HIT, Activity and 

Editor are the core two entities, which have a relationship between them. The following UML 

diagrams describe SMS-HIT users’ types, entities and interactions with the system (Figure 

3), SMS-HIT - classes, attributes and operations (Figure 4), and the systems operating 

processes (Figure 5).  
 

 
 

Figure 3: Use-case diagram of SMS-HIT - user's interaction with the system 
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Figure 4: Class diagram of SMS-HIT - classes, attributes and operations 
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Figure 5: SMS-HIT operating processes 
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2.2 SMS-HIT Architecture and Development aspects 

2.2.1 Delivery model and design pattern 

SMS-HIT has been developed as a SAAS (software as a service), and as web-based 

service providing access to its functions remotely, over the network. The SAAS service 

model has no physical need for indirect distribution since it is not distributed physically and 

is designed to deliver business applications anywhere, anytime (Sumit K., Anmol G. V., 

2013). The SAAS characteristics are reflected in SMS-HIT since it has a single configuration, 

hosted centrally. Subsequently, users can access their account from any browser on any 

computer connected to the network, but updates are decided and executed only by the 

provider.  

The design pattern SMS-HIT is based on the SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), 

according to which, the system should provide services to either end-user applications or 

services, through published and discoverable interfaces (Brown, Johnston, & Kelly 2002). 

This design pattern is compatible with SMS-HIT for several different reasons, with the major 

ones described below: 

1. According to SOA, services maintain a relationship that minimizes dependencies and 

only requires maintaining an awareness of each other. SMS-HIT includes two 

independent client side environments:  

 SMS-HIT main environment – by editors to create, manage, and display activities. 

 Mobile site – used by the end-user to respond to activities. 

2. These two environments communicate with the system’s server, where the logic is 

located, hidden from the outside world and extracted from the implementation. 

3. Each service is built as a discrete piece of code that can be reused in different ways 

throughout the application. For example, handling responses service, where responses 

of the activity can be obtained through SMS messages, via external communication 

line or via the mobile web interface. In practice, both kind of responses are managed 

and saved in the DB using the same service, “ParseResponse”. 

4. The system is developed in cycles according to the agile methodology.  
   

2.2.2 Agile software development  

Agile software development is a method according whereby projects are conducted 

in incremental and evolutionary cycles. According to this approach, the development consists 

of “short iterative cycles, driven by product features, periods of reflection and introspection, 

collaborative decision making, incorporation of rapid feedback and change, and continuous 

integration of code changes into the system under development” (Nerur, 2005). Another main 

distinctions between agile to other approaches are the focus continuous design improvement 

and the use of feedback as a primary control mechanism, as opposed to 

other development methods which usually take a long-term planning approach 

(Fowler, 2001). In SMS-HIT, in each iteration, new enhancements are developed, in addition 

to adjustments of existing capabilities. The system is under constant examination by the team 

and also by the customers – editors who use SMS-HIT, create and manage activities and 

report constantly about issues, ideas or requests.  
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2.2.3 Technologies used - Server side and Client side 

Server side: SMS-HIT is built on a Microsoft .NET 4 platform, based on both ASP.NET and 

MVC 4 projects integrated with Microsoft SQL Server.  

 

Client side: Both of the environments of SMS-HIT are web based. Therefore, during the 

development of the Client side conventional technologies were selected, which are free and 

commonly used in this type of developments: HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery and Ajax. 
 

A complete description of the technologies, their characteristics and reasons why they were 

selected are given in appendices B.2 and B.3. 
 

2.2.4 3-tier architecture pattern  

SMS-HIT consists of the ‘3-tier’ architecture pattern, in a traditional UI-BLL-DAL 

separation. This architecture, also known as the ‘multi-tier’, is a client-server architecture 

where the data storage, application processing, and user interface are created and maintained 

as independent modules. The abstraction created in this form of configuration enables any of 

the three tiers to be replaced or developed autonomously, and allows flexible, effective 

development processes. SMS-HIT has six main projects, each of them is responsible for a 

certain operation in the system. The tiers, layers and projects relationships are described 

below (Figure 6): 

 

 

Figure 6: Reference architecture of SMS-HIT. 

1. Resource tier (Data tier) – contains and manages everything related to the data, 

as it stores and retrieves information. Giving data its own tier, helps in improving the 

system’s scalability and performance.  

2. Service tier (Application tier) - controls the application’s functionality by 

performing detailed processing.   
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3. Client tier (Presentation tier) - provides the application’s user interface and 

displays information related to the system service and content. As such, this tier 

involves the use of Web based technologies for browser-based interaction.   

 

The complete description of the tiers, their composition and role in SMS-HIT can be found 

in appendix B.5. 
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3 Aims  
The main goal of this research is to develop new complex interactions for PRSs, and 

by doing so to promote class interactions in those systems: This study examines users’ needs 

while creating and managing activities, in order to design and develop additional capabilities 

to enrich the system use. Upon completion of the research, users will be able to manage a 

wide variety of learning interactions using PRS and even to improve their pedagogical 

strategies.  

 

4 Objectives 
This research was carried out through SMS-HIT as a representative PRS. A sample 

of users participated, sharing their usage patterns, providing opinions and suggestions on 

additional functionalities or interactions that they expected SMS-HIT should enable. The data 

collected and utilized, helped understand which significant improvements should be 

developed to enable additional types of interactions to create different pedagogical 

exchanges. As part of several research iterations, a number of new capabilities were 

developed and added to the system to meet the users’ needs. 

 

5 Research Questions  
In order to address the problem and meet the research goals, this study focuses on 

the following research questions: 

How to promote the use of PRS interactions in classroom by developing new media 

interactions? 

This main research question will be answered through several additional sub-questions: 

 Which functionalities could be developed and added to SMS-HIT in order to 

promote class interactions? 

 What are the desirable interactions that practitioners expect the system to have?  

 What is the impact of the developments on practitioners’ pedagogy?  
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6 Methodology 

6.1 Design Base Research 

The chosen methodology for this study is Design-Based Research, defined by Wang 

and Hannafin (2005) as “A systematic methodology aimed to improve educational practices 

through iterative analysis, design, development, and implementation, based on collaboration 

among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, and leading to contextually-

sensitive design principles and theories“. 

According to Barab and Squire (2004), Design-Based Research is not a single 

approach but a series of approaches aimed at generating new practices and theories that might 

impact the common learning and teaching methods. Collins (1999) assembled the main 

categories that distinguish Design-Based Research from other research methods used in 

Psychology: Design-Based Research takes place in real-life settings where learning actually 

occurs and it is based on flexible design revision. It should observe multiple aspects of the 

design and lead to develop a profile that characterizes the design in practice. This method 

also involves complex social interactions and includes various participants with diverse 

expertise helping create a fruitful collaborative environment where different opinions can be 

expressed. 

In order to better understand how to create a study that operates according to the 

method, the Design-Based Research Collective (2003) has proposed five characteristics 

which a good design-based research should follow:  

1. “The main goals of designing learning environments and developing theories of 

learning are intertwined.  

2. Development and research should be based on constant iterations of 

characterization, evaluation, and redesign.  

3. Research must lead to sharable theories that help communicate relevant 

implications to practitioners and other educational designers. 

4. Research must account for how designs function in authentic settings. 

5. The development of such accounts relies on methods that can document and connect 

processes of enactment to outcomes of interest." 

 

Respectively to the described characteristics of Design based research, this study was 

based in accordance with the following features: a real-life, authentic settings, involving 

different participants with a variety of roles and experiences, aimed to design a learning 

environment and deduce sharable theories. The study’s iterations include cycles of design, 

development and testing that was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Agile 

software development approach. 

 

6.2 Agile software development  

Agile methodologies are more flexible and responsive than traditional software 

development methodologies (Nerur, 2005). It's iterative and reflective nature suits the 

attributes of a Design based research project. Both Agile and Design based research are 

flexible, iterative and authentic, as they are being examined in a real-world settings or by 
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customers. The iterations in these two approaches are short and by the end of each iteration, 

the product is tested and modified according to the findings. 

As the methodology that guided the outline of the study was Design based research, 

its implementation was based on an agile iterative approach: short cycles of development 

after which the products are tested and the conclusions lead to the next iteration of design 

and development.  

 

6.3 Structure 

The study was carried out according to the following iterative structure (Figure 7): 

 

Figure 7: Planned methodology, three iterations of the research 

The following is general breakdown of the various iterations and actions carried out 

in each of them: 

6.3.1 Preparations  

 Gathering practitioners – for this research five practitioners where selected: SMS-

HIT editors who have been registered to SMS-HIT for more than 5 months, created 

and managed at least 10 activities, the last of them in the past month. A complete 

description of the selected users will be brought in section 7.1.1. 

 Interviews with a sample of SMS-HIT editors - the initial interview was held in the 

form of guided discussion as its purpose was to analyze and better understand the 

followings: pedagogical activities editors are creating in the baseline condition of the 

system, and any offers or expectation for additional types of interactions SMS-HIT 

may enable. Participants in the interview were ‘expert users’; meaning editors that 

know the system well and are familiar with its various interactions and functionalities. 
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 Conclusions – based on the interview results, that was made on what should be 

developed focusing on functionalities and UI.  

 

6.3.2 Three iterations of development, according to an agile approach. Each of them, 

consists of 3 main steps: 

 Design and Development - designing and developing appropriate solutions to the 

characterizations agreed upon in the previous step. This is the main step in each of 

the iterations, since the developments to be added to the system are the result of the 

conclusions, plus, the following tests and evaluations are conducted in order to 

evaluate these new enhancements that were developed. 

 Testing  - using qualitative methods for evaluating the developed enhancements: 

o Observations - one-on-one sessions, where the participant is asked to 

perform a set of tasks, and sometimes to think aloud while doing them. This 

effort collects performance data, such as task success, errors, and efficiency. 

o Open Interviews - questions regarding task performance, ease of work and 

satisfaction from the system and its usage. The interviews help to identify the 

participants' views, attitudes, perceptions, and opinions (strengths and 

weaknesses), and their points for improvement and ideas, in both verbal and 

non-verbal behaviour.  

o Beta testing in field – actual situation where a sample of users or students in 

class preforms activities using the system.  

 Conclusions – summarizing the tests results and drawing conclusions. Accordingly, 

deciding of suitable improvements and refinements to be developed on the next 

iteration. The final conclusions regarding the overall working process were drawn on 

the third and final iteration.  

The developed enhancements in each iteration are summarized in table 2. 
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Table 2: Developed enhancements according to the study iterations 

 Enhancements developed / Features Modified Evaluating 

Preparations - 

Preliminary discussion 
with pedagogical 

practitioners 

First 

Iteration 

Sequence of activities: 

1. Link or unlink activities to a certain sequence.  

2. Order of activities in the sequence. 

3. Generate single code per sequence. 

4. Present the sequence in the mobile web 

interface. 

5. Enable end-users to navigate to the next 

activity. 

Controlled laboratory 

conditions with seven 

participants.  

Comparing three regular 

activities to a sequence of 

three activities: 

Second 

Iteration 

Pauses: 

6. Create or revoke pause. 

7. Prevent or allow the end-users to proceed to the 

next activity.  

8. Display pause message (Mobile interface). 

Academic course with 60 

students.  

Sequence with three 

activities, including pause 

before the second and third 

activities. 

Third 

Iteration 

Display the number of the current activity from 

total number of activities in the sequence (Mobile 

interface).  
Same students from the 

second iteration, different 

lecturer.  

Sequence of seven 

activities, with one pause, 

positioned before the last 

activity. 

Toggle between activities (SMS-HIT interface): 

1. Display buttons that allow to toggle to the next 

or previous activity (in case of sequence).  

2. Identify whether it is first or last in the sequence 

and disable the buttons accordingly. 

In case the activity is locked, display a button that 

allows to unlock pause (SMS-HIT interface): 
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7 Implementation 

7.1 Preliminary discussion with pedagogical practitioners  

A guided discussion was carried out to gain the practitioners’ perspective, and explain 

their use of SMS-HIT for pedagogical activities. In addition, the practitioners were asked to 

provide suggestions for additional types of learning interactions they wish the system would 

enable.  

The initial step towards conducting the interview was to choose practitioners that 

meet the definition of expert users, meaning, those that are thoroughly familiar with the 

system and its several, most complex, options and capabilities.  

7.1.1 Approaching users - Gathering practitioners 

SMS-HIT team is in direct and constant contact with the system editors through several 

channels: 

1. As part of his role, the system manager personally approves editors who wish to 

register SMS-HIT, in order to assure that the details they have provided are genuine. 

This way the SMS-HIT team has control of the user registration and is able to track 

the system distribution. For instance, to which institutes the users belong; whether 

there are any unique or special editors who are registering to the system; whose 

actions should be followed (such as a student who creates activities for his 

classmates)? 

 

2. The SMS-HIT team is available at any time for support - both by telephone and by 

email. Editors tend to contact the team when they need help operating the system, or 

when they have certain questions regarding the system capabilities. The SMS-HIT 

team makes sure to request feedback in every correspondence or conversation, asking 

for the editors’ evaluation, ideas for improvements, or any new features that might be 

useful. 

This constant communication helps to understand the major challenges that the 

editors are facing when they are using the system, such as: existing problems, bugs and 

system capabilities editors need or wish to have. 

The goal of the preparations phase of the study is to determine which developments 

has the highest demand and can be most useful. To accomplish this goal, five editors at an 

expert level were chosen. Expert users were defined as editors who have been registered to 

SMS-HIT for more than 5 months, created and managed at least 10 activities, the last of them 

in the past month. The following editors were selected: 

Editor A:  Head of the Education department in a training development company. 

Part of his role is to organize conferences for teachers and educators of the Ministry 

of Education. In these conferences he carries out SMS-HIT activities. Registered to 

the system since May 2012. Editor A has designed and performed on average five 

activities per month, most of them in large classes. 

Editor B: Project and Content Manager at a non-profit association whose role is to 

reduce social disparities by providing accessibility to information and technology. 
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Registered since July 2012. Editor B has designed and performed on average two 

activities per month with different audiences and of various sizes. 

Editor C: Specialist in integrating technology in learning processes. Conducts 

lectures for teachers in high schools, colleges and universities. During these lectures 

he exposes the audience to various technological tools that they can incorporate in 

their lessons, including SMS-HIT. Registered since April 2012. Editor C has designed 

and performed three activities per month on average, mostly in teachers’ conferences.

  

Editor D: Learning Technologies Manager at a large scale higher education institute. 

Exposes lecturers to new technologies in order to introduce them to available tools 

and helps them integrate them in their lessons. Registered since January 2013. Editor 

D has designed and performed on average six activities per month, most of them along 

with other lecturers in their classes. 

Editor E: High school Teacher (in several high schools). Registered since November 

2012. Editor E has designed and performed on average three activities per month, 

usually in medium size classes (twenty to thirty students). 

 

Emails were sent to these editors, inviting them to take part in a system improvement 

process, in which a number of new capabilities would be developed (Figure 8). In order to 

shorten the procedure, the emails were brief, only clarifying requested information, along 

with a request to confirm their willingness to participate.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Email sent to SMS-HIT expert users 
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After receiving replies, a telephone interview was conducted with each of the editors. 

During the conversation, editors were asked about their SMS-HIT usage, features they would 

like to be developed, as well as their opinion regarding the ideas raised by other editors on 

this subject.  
 

7.1.2 Interviews results - Developments suggestions  

Presented below are the main suggestions for SMS-HIT enhancements, which were raised 

by the editors more than once: 

 

1. Picture Based Activity 

In the baseline configuration, activities consist only of textual content, as the editor 

presents a literal question. Many users wish to create activities that will be based on a 

picture. Meaning, an option to display next to the question an image related to the context. 

This feature may enable editors to more easily create a new variety of activities.  

 

2. Additional display for text activities – long comments 

The main display of text activities is ”word cloud” - a visualization which is more 

suitable for questions with short answers (consist of one or two words). The proposed 

“long comments” view is based on a convenient, customized visualization, which offers 

an appropriate display mode for presenting and reading long sentences. (An illustration 

of a possible design is shown in Figure 9). 
 

 

Figure 9: Illustration of optional design for ‘long comments’ view of text activities 

  

3. Preventing users from responding more than once 

In the baseline configuration, SMS-HIT editor can control how many answers each 

response should contain. For example, he may set the properties to 'two answers per 

response'. As a result, only responses that contain exactly two answers will be accepted 

and shown. All other responses will not be included in the responses visualization. For 
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example: A response such as “1234-3,4” contains two answers (3 and 4) and therefore is 

valid, alternatively “1234- red,blue” is also acceptable. Responses like “1234-5,3,4” or 

“1234-black” contain different amount of answers, and consequently are not valid in case 

of 'two answers per response'.  

Despite the existing limitations, SMS-HIT does not limit the number of responses a 

student may send. Theoretically, every student can send a few SMS, or enter multiple 

times to SMS-HIT mobile websites. This situation may create problems in cases when an 

editor plans an activity for the purpose of competition, or when he simply wants to avoid 

situations in which the end-users send more than one response (Regardless of the number 

of answers in each response). 

 

4. Carrying out multiple activities in one class 

The interview showed that editors tend to perform more than one SMS-HIT activity 

in a single class, and usually conduct them in sequence, one after the other. In most cases, 

the editor creates the activities in advance. The new activities appear on the main page of 

the system, along with all the activities the editor had created in the past. The number of 

activities in this list may contain multiple of activities. This situation creates difficulty in 

finding the correct activity among all the activities on the list, especially during a class 

lesson.  

 

Another, and even more problematic challenge in the baseline situation is that each 

activity contains only one question, which has a distinct activity code. In order to respond 

to an activity, end-users must use the correct activity code presented in class, a fact that 

makes the activity code a crucial matter in the responding process:   

 Using the activity code by sending SMS: The activity code is written in the 

message body. For example, if one wishes to respond to an activity which code is 

2345 with the answer 2, he should compose the following message: 2345-2. 

 Using the activity code by typing a URL of the SMS-HIT mobile website: If a 

student wishes to respond to an activity which code is 2345, he should type the 

URL in his device: m.SMS-HIT.net/2345. In the web page, the question and the 

distractors are displayed.  

 Using the activity code by scanning a QR-code that will lead to the SMS-HIT 

mobile website:  

The editor may present a QR-code, generated by the system, which redirects the 

audience to the mobile website’s URL. In such cases, the QR-code replaces the 

usual activity code so each activity has its own QR-code. 

  

When an editor plans to conduct more than one activity, end-users must type a different 

code to each of the activities. The codes may not be sorted in ascending order. If one of 

the codes was typed incorrectly, responses might not be received. In cases when the editor 

chooses to display a QR-code, he should present a QR-code for each of the activities, and 

keep it visible on the screen until the end-users scans it. 

 
Editors who took part in the interview session, claim that the multiplicity of different 

codes causes several problems:  
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1. Confuse the end-users – since each activity has its own unique code. 

2. Slow down the class –the process of presenting each of the activities is time-

consuming. In each of the activities, the editor should look for the right activity on 

the main list, present the appropriate activity code or QR-code and give the audience 

time to respond. 

These problems harm the experience for both end-users and editors. 

 

7.1.3 Chosen implementation: SMS-HIT sequence activity  

7.1.3.1 Rationales for choosing sequence activity 

The problem selected in this project was the one raised most frequently by the largest 

number of editors. 

This, as the goal was to address the issue with the potential to provide the highest added 

value, one that will meet a real need and will be useful for different users. 

In addition to the multiple suggestions made by the participants during the interviews, 

some independent inquiries that were written by SMS-HIT editors were also taken into 

account: For example, handling multiple activities was known to be a problematic issue even 

before the study had begun, as mentioned already by a number of editors (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Practitioners' example: request for sorting activities 

A possible solution for handling multiple activities is to enable editors to generate a 

scenario that bounds together several activities, visually and contextually. This way, 

according to the desired scenario, editors would be able to create a number of activities and 

relate them into one sequence. End-users, on the other hand, would use a single code 

throughout the whole process; once they have entered the website using a sequence-activity 

code (by typing URL or scanning QR-code), they would be able to navigate between the 

activities which were linked to the specific sequence by the editor (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: Continue button which allows end-users to move directly to the next 

activity in the sequence. 
 

7.1.3.2 Sequence activity goals 

The presented solution goals is to simplifying the responding process for the end-

users and also to facilitate the use of the editors due to: 

 

1. Convenient, quick and efficient operation – The possibility to sort and arrange 

the activities into one sequence eases the use and enables fast managing: editors 

will need to display only one QR-code or URL, without having to search for the 

following activity each time. Such rapid way of working is important especially 

during lessons, when the editors have to pay attention to the class while operating 

activities in the system. 

  

2. Conducting a new variety of learning interactions – a sequence of activities 

might help in creating new learning opportunities. For example: 

 Asking some questions about a particular topic, to deepen the learning. 

 Deal with the same topic from general to specific or from simple to complex 

questions. 

 Include several questions based on different points on a timeline. 

3. Flow control (pace and content) – the solution provides full control of the 

content. Editors can sort the order of activities in the sequence and control their 

availability to the end-users.  

 

4. Reuse of content - since the activities can relate in terms of content or context by 

conducting a simple data mining process, it is possible to create a question based 

on answers that were received in previous one. This way, the initial answers serve 

as ‘emerging learning objects’ (ELOs) for the next question. For example, in the 

first activity the editor may present an open question asking for ideas of a certain 
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data; then, after receiving responses, he can generate a multiple choice question 

where the distractors are taken from the previous, open question. So in practice, 

in the second activity, the end-users choose one of the suggested ideas raised in 

the first activity.  

5. Greater number of responses and more accurate results - the end-users need 

to scan or type a smaller amount of codes, the chance of errors might decrease; 

fewer responses will be lost due to users who might type an incorrect activity 

code. Moreover, it can be assumed that a shorter, more convenient and effortless 

responding process will cause a greater number of end-users to participate. When 

the process is easy and straightforward, fewer users fail in performing, be indolent 

or give up on participating.  

 

7.2 First iteration - Design and development  

7.2.1 Designing ‘Sequence activity’ – requirements 

Each iteration starts by defining the requirements for the planned development. The 

requirements of first iteration are: 

 Create a sequence which contains a number of activities that merge together in terms of 

content and visually (EE*).  

 Link or unlink activities to a certain sequence – create or revoke associations (EE*).  

 Determine the order of activities in the sequence, allowing easy sorting (EE*). 

 Generate a single code per sequence, which end-users should type as a URL or scan as a 

QR-code (EE*). 

 Present the activities in the mobile web interface, in the correct order according to the 

sequence (MI*). 

 Enable end-users to move to the next activity immediately after responding to the 

previous one (MI*). 

  

* EE = Editor Environment, MI = mobile interface 

 

According to the design, each sequence includes reference to some regular activities. 

This is because an activity could be used on its own, or also as part of a sequence. 

Consequently, a new section was added to the main page, above the regular activities list, 

containing the sequence activities of the editor. 

In the initial design, ‘Sequence activity’ was represented by an icon of a folder (Figure 

12). Then, in consultation with some of the system editors, it was decided to change the icon 

since the sequence activity concept has greater significance than just grouping activities in a 

folder. Eventually, it was decided to create an icon that expresses the continuity that exists 

in the sequence, i.e., number of activities connected by arrows.    
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Figure 12: Initial design - Sequence activity with folder icon vs. sequence chosen icon. 

 

7.2.2 Development steps: sequence activities – technical aspects 

 
7.2.2.1 DB  

Since the new sequence activity will contain references to existing regular activities, it 

was decided to add two new tables to the DB; one to store the sequence activities details, 

and the other to handle the association between a sequence activity to the regular 

activities it contains: 

o SequenceActivities – stores data on sequence activities entities: name, creation date, 

editor, etc. This table is directly linked to the Users table in a ‘one to many’ 

relationship, as each sequence is related to a certain editor, and each editor can manage 

several sequences. 

o SequenceActivitiesAssociations – stores data on activities associated to Sequence 

Activities: which activities are linked to each Sequence Activities and the order of the 

activities in each sequence. This table links the Activities table to the Sequence 

Activities table in a many to many relationship, as each regular activity can be 

associated to a couple of sequences, and each sequence may contain more than one 

activity.  

The new two tables create a ‘closed circle’ between the different object in SMS-HIT: 

Users - Sequence Activities – Associations – Activities (Figure 13). Every table links two 

other tables and helps define which activities are related to which user, and also if it is 

associated to sequence. 
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Figure 13: New DB tables – 

‘SequenceActivities’ and ‘SequenceActivitiesAssociations’ 
 

 
7.2.2.2 DAL (Data access layer) –  

No changes were made, since this layer is static and only manages the connection and 

execution of operations. 

 

7.2.2.3 BLL (Business logic layer) 

o Business Entities – a new entity was added: SequenceActivity, which contains 

information about Sequence Activity, including an object of the editor who created it 

and an object list of the associated activities.  

o Business Logic – The operations regarding the sequence activity object were added 

to ActivityLogic.cs: A set of new functions was developed to execute SQL statements 

(by communicating with the DAL). See table 3 below:, as described below:  

Table 3: Summary of the new developed functions. 
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Function name Purpose 

AddSequenceActivity 

Create a new Sequence Activity object with a unique 

sequence activity code (used also when duplicating an 

existing Sequence Activity). 

GetLastSequenceActivityAlias 
Retrieve the last alias of Sequence Activity in order to 

determine the alias of the next Sequence Activity created. 

UpdateSequenceActivity 
Edit an existing Sequence Activity details (title or 

description). 

SequenceActivityDelete 
Delete an existing Sequence Activity. In practice an update 

statement  changes ‘IsActive’ field from 1 to 0. 

SequenceActivitiesAddActivities Link / Unlink regular activities to a Sequence Activity, by 

deleting or inserting new records to the association table: 

which regular activity is associated to which Sequence 

Activity. SequenceActivityRemoveActivities 

UpdateActivitiesOrderInSequence 

Change the order of activities associated to specific 

sequence activity. 

Used in the main page where the editor can drag and drop 

the associated activities to the desired order. 

GetSequenceActivity 

Retrieve all data on specific Sequence Activity, by ID.  

Used when creating an instance of existing Sequence 

Activity.  

For example, when editing Sequence Activity. 

GetAllSequenceActivities 

Retrieve a list of all Sequence Activities with their 

associated activities.  

Used in the main page to present all the activities of the user. 

GetActivitiesToSequenceActivities 
Retrieve a list of activities associated / not associated to 

specific sequence activities. 

Used while adding activities to a sequence, in order to 

present which activities are already associated and which are 

not.  
GetActivitiesNotAssosiateToSequence 
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7.2.2.4 SmsWeb (website) 

o addSequenceActivity.aspx + addSequenceActivity.cs – a new page, in which the 

editor can create Sequence Activities or edit existing Sequence Activities (Figure 14). 

In the page_load function, a switch case statement is powerd to check whether to 

display data for editing an existing activity or a blank page for creating a new one. 

Figure 14: ‘Add Sequence Activity’ page – creating a new sequence activity. 

 

o ShowActivities.aspx + ShowActivities.cs – The main page of SMS-HIT. 

Modifications were made in the pages HTML, Jquery scripts, CSS and .net code. 

Both the design and functionality of the page were changed in order to display the 

logged in user data: Sequence Activities, activities associated to each Sequence 

Activity and regular activities (server-side .net code). By default, the list of sequence 

activities is presented at the beginning of the activities section, highlighted in blue, to 

distinguish the sequence list from the rest of the regular activities. Next to each 

sequence, the number of activities held in the sequence shows up, but the list of 

activities is folded and not displayed. To open and present this list, the editor must 

click on the sequence name (Figure 15). 

As part of the new developed capabilities, the editor may drag and drop the associated 

activities (using the arrows button) so they can be sorted according to his preference 

and displayed to the audience. Also, in this page, the editor may remove certain 

activities from the activities associated to a specific sequence activity (using the red 

X button), and in doing so, to unlink them. The user is able to present a QR code 

which redirects the audience to the mobile interface where they can view the first 

activity of the sequence. All these operations are performed using JQuery scripts, 

which fires an Ajax request to ActivityLogicHandler.ashx (described in detail below). 

The last option in this page, executed by .net code, is to add activities to specific 

sequence activities, by operating the green plus button, which redirects to 

addActivityToSequenceActivity.aspx (detailed in the next paragraph). 
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Figure 15: ‘ShowActivities’ page - Sequence activities with associated activities 

 

o addActivityToSequenceActivity.aspx + addActivityToSequenceActivity.cs – A 

new page, developed to enable the editor linking or unlinking existing activities to a 

specific Sequence Activity. The page displays all the activities of the editor (server-

side .net code). A ‘V’ icon represents activities already associated to the specific 

sequence activity, and a ‘+’ icon represents activities which can be added to the 

sequence (Figure 16). By clicking on the + button, the editor can associate activity to 

the sequence, and by pressing the V button, he can unlink the associated activity of 

this specific sequence. Connecting between both activity and sequence, or 

cancelling this connection is performed using JQuery scripts, which fires an Ajax 

request to ActivityLogicHandler.ashx (described in detail below). Some JQuery 

scripts also handle the image displayed on the buttons representing the activity state: 

+ or V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Sequence Activity 
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activities.  

Open presentation 

mode. 

 

 

Sequence Activity 

with 3 associated 

activity. Folded 

presentation  mode. 
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sequence. 
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Figure 16:‘Add activity to sequence activity’ page. 

  

o ActivityLogicHandler.ashx – a new ASP .net generic handler, created in order to 

process web requests, and to call logic actions of the business logic. Both 

AddActivityToSequenceActivity and ShowActivities pages allow the editor to carry 

out actions related to the displayed activities, Such as changing the order of sequence, 

adding or removing an activity. All of these actions take place on the client 

side, asynchronously, without interfering with the display or creating a postback. 

When the user preforms an action, an Ajax call is fired and sends a request to this 

server-side handler, which determines the action to be performed and executes the 

suitable activity logic function. 

o Mobile interface – MVC4 project. Changes were made in the controller and view 

layers. In the activity controller, a new function was created: GetSequenceActivity. 

This function is used to analyze the URL and to determine which activity among the 

sequences should be present next. Also, the feedback function was adjusted to the 

new capabilities, to be able to pass data of the sequence to the Feedback view.  

 

Accordingly, this view was modified as the ability to identify whether the activity as 

a part of a sequence was added. A ‘continue’ button and a completion message were added 

and presented according to a set of conditions executed in the view. The events process is 

described below (Figure 17). 

 

After a user scans a QR code, the routing module defined in the global.asax file maps 

the browser request to GetSequenceActivity. This function redirects to the relevant activity 

view (Multi / Single / Rating / Text or Count). Once the user submits his answer, the 

controller processes the information and redirects to the Feedback view where a set of 

conditions is executed. 

If the activity is the last of a sequence, a matching message is displayed. If the activity is part 

of a sequence but not the last one, a “Continue” button is presented. Pressing this button send 

the data of the current activity, along with the sequences alias, back to GetSequenceActivity. 

Then, the process is carried out completely in the same order.  
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Figure 17: State diagram - sequence in the mobile interface 

 
 

Figure 18: Sequence activity process in SMS-HiT Mobile interface 

 

The mobile project uses Localization RESX files2 that support different versions of the 

application depending on specific languages. Since SMS-HIT supports both Hebrew and 

English, the REXS files were updated with the new values required to present sequence 

activities. 

                                                 
2 Localization RESX files - resource file which specify objects and strings inside XML tags. 
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7.3 First iteration - Testing  

In the first round of tests data was collected to help improve the design of the developed 

capabilities. The tests using a formative approach were designed to answer the following 

questions: 

Is the use of sequence activity more effective when compared to regular activities?  

How much time do the different users save? 

To reach an accurate answer, a usability test was designed, aims to compare the 

regular activity operation, as it was used in the base line, to sequence of activities. The 

experiment was conducted under controlled laboratory conditions, designed to simulate a real 

small scale classroom performing an activity during a lesson. The experiment was carried 

out with the help of seven participants, under the direction of a single SMS-HIT editor, and 

a user experienced with SMS-HIT who has performed over ten different activities in the past 

six months. 

To eliminate the unfamiliarity factor, two introductory activities were carried before 

the beginning of the experiment. This has enabled participants the opportunity to get 

acquainted with the system interface and the correct way to operate it. Given that the purpose 

was just to verify that participants know how to submit responses using the mobile interface, 

the questions asked in this prior stage had no meaning. 

At the end of the initial stage, the actual experiment began. In order to compare the 

baseline condition of the system to the new development, two rounds of tests were performed: 

three regular activities vs. a single sequence of three activities. The tests were performed 

objectively, same audience, same number of questions, same skill levels and objectives 

according to Bloom’s taxonomy3 and same order (Figure 19).  

 

1. Three regular activities: 

Because the activities are separate and each one of them stands on its own, the 

participants were required to scan three QR-codes, one for each activity. Before 

proceeding to the next activity, the editor was required to wait until all participants’ 

responses were received, i.e., until all the participants have managed to scan and 

answer the question presented in the mobile web interface. Only then, he continued 

and presented the QR-code of the following question. 

When performing activities in sequence, the questions are not presented in 

class, as the end-users read them only on their mobiles after they scan the QR-code. 

To simulate an identical situation, a similar process was carried out in the first round 

of the experiment with the separated activities: The editor did not present the 

question, just a QR-code. The participants scanned it, and only then they read it for 

the first time and answered it. 

 

2. Sequence of three activities: 

In this round, the editor presented only one QR-code which directed the participants 

to the first activity of the sequence. From there, after responding to an activity, they 

were automatically forwarded to the next one. 

                                                 
3 Bloom’s taxonomy - distinguish the levels of educational activity, from simple (memorizing facts) to 

more complex (analyzing or evaluating information). 
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Figure 19: Three regular questions (Bottom) versos a single sequence of three 

questions (Upper part) 

Two main aspects of the usability testing were tested in this round: performance and 

satisfaction. Performance metrics measure what the user does, and satisfaction metrics relate 

to what users think or feel about their experience (Tullis, T. S., Albert, B., 2013). The 

measurements checked during this experiment were Time-on-task, Task success and Errors. 

1. Time-on-task - how much time is required to complete a task: A measurement which 

indicates the efficiency and usability. For this testing, execution times of the two 

rounds were measured and compared. The time measurement started from the 

moment the QR-code was presented, and lasted until all the participants’ responses 

to the third (last) activity were received. The first round took 4:05 minutes, however 

the second round only 1:22 minutes (Figure 20).  

Although two introductory activities were carried before the beginning of the 

experiment, to prevent initial effects and thought the selected questions were in 

similar skill levels, to prevent outside influences from round to round, some effects 

of counter-balancing must be considered. In future research this effects will be taken 

into account. 

2. Task success - how effectively users are able to complete a given set of tasks: In the 

first round, while responding to the regular questions, one of the participant failed to 

scan the second question's QR,  despite trying several times. Once all the other 

participants finished answering the question, the lecturer proceeded to the next 

question, so in practice, the participant failed to answer this question. 

3. Errors - reflect the mistakes made, which can be useful identifying particularly 

confusing or misleading parts of an interface: Except one technical problem of 

scanning the QR in the first round (as mentioned above), no other problems were 
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detected during the testing. Participants understood how to respond to activities using 

the system and perform independently. 

     

 

 

Figure 20: Two rounds of tests: set of regular activities compared to sequence activity 

At the end of the experiment, an interview with the participants was conducted. They 

were asked about ease of use, any misunderstandings or mistakes they may have made during 

the experiment and preferences or ideas to improve the interface. Except for the scanning 

problem, no mistakes or difficulties were reported. Participants noted that the system was 

easy to use and the whole process was understood. They also indicated that the second round, 

that was faster, was also more efficient for them because they were able to perform the same 

actions in fewer steps. There was no need to wait until the editor displays the next QR-code 

or until all other participants respond to an activity. Further, no scanning operation was 

required.  

In addition, an interview with the editor was conducted. As an expert user, the editor 

is well acquainted with SMS-HIT having performed many different activities. The editor 

mentioned that the difference between the two rounds was obvious as the second one went 

faster and smoother. Work required of him was minor and therefore, it was easier for him to 

operate it. Nevertheless, he pointed to one dilemma he faced in the first round while 

attempting to proceed to the next question: when is the right moment to make the transition? 

This issue did not exist in the second round, since each participant responded at his own pace. 
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The editor indicated that the use of sequence is good when the editor does not need 

to relate to the results of each activity immediately after end-users responded to it. Because 

the sequence passes the responders immediately from one question to the next, it has no 

advantages in cases where the editor wishes to make a stop between the activities in order to 

display the results and discuss them. 

 

Editor's suggestions:  
Eliminate the immediate continuation, enable the editor to control the pace of 

progress, and allow him to decide when and whether end-users can proceed to the next 

activity in the sequence.  

7.4 First iteration - Conclusions  

7.4.1 Conclusions regarding new developed additions  

Based on the findings, the QR-code scanning is the most time consuming action in 

the process of responding, because occasionally participants must adjust their mobiles and 

sometimes move to get closer to the screen. Another time consuming action done this time 

by the editor is searching in the systems’ activities list for the appropriate activity he wishes 

to present next. While carrying out more than one activity (without the sequence option), the 

editor, as importantly, must also decide when to proceed to next activity. If he moves to the 

next question too early, some end-users might not have enough time to scan and respond to 

the current activity. If he waits too long, the end-users who already have responded might 

lose concentration, and potentially disrupt the class.  

All these actions may be conducted in a different manner when using the sequence 

option: each end-user can respond at his own pace, delay or continue to the following 

activities without being dependent on the editor or the rest of the class. Also, in this kind of 

process, the editor should search and present only one QR-code. The same is true for deciding 

when to continue to the next activities.  When using sequences there is no need for the editor 

to make a decision in each of the activities, but only to understand once when the end-users 

have completed the whole sequence.  

Another conclusion from the test’s results concerns the scanning process. By 

performing fewer QR-code scans, less technical problems can be expected. Thus, executing 

fewer scans should result in an increase in the number of responses because of the expected 

reduction in the number of technical problems. 
 

7.4.2 Decisions regarding further development  

Upon completion of the sequence activity development, the need to add some 

extensions was raised. Sequence of activities could be helpful in two different situations. 

When the editor is interested in having the end-users answer a few questions in sequence, 

one after the other, with no breaks between them. A solution to this situation was developed 

in the first iteration. The second situation is when the editor would like to perform more than 

one activity, with a stop between them for discussion, reference to the other previous 

activities, or even in order to change the subject. To be able to use sequences for this kind of 

situation, the option to control the pace of progress should be developed, as suggested in the 

interview by the editor. This situation discussed below in the second iteration of the study. 
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7.5 Second iteration  

7.5.1 Design of pause options – requirements 

 Allow the editor to decide in which stage of the sequence he wants to create a pause 

that prevents end-users from proceeding to the next activity (EE*).  

 Display an appropriate message when there is an attempt to continue to an activity 

which is not available (due to a pause) - (MI*). 

 Allow the editor to cancel a pause he has created, and by doing so to make the next 

activity available (EE*). 

 When the editor cancels a pause, allow end-users to proceed and view the activity 

which was unavailable before (MI*). 

 

* EE = Editor Environment, MI = mobile interface 

To indicate a pause made by the editor, a metaphor of a lock was selected. Therefore, 

a button with a lock icon was added to each inner activity (ones that are associated to a pause). 

By default, the image button is blue unlocked lock, indicating that the activity is accessible. 

Pressing the button creates a pause that prevents end-users from viewing the activity 

changing the image button to red locked lock (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21: ‘ShowActivities’ page - sequence activities with pause option 
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7.5.2 Development steps: sequence activities - pause options – technical aspects 

 
7.5.2.1 DB  

A new field named isLocked was added to SequenceActivitiesAssociations table to 

indicate whether the specific activity of the specific sequense is locked or unlocked, and 

if it can be viewed by the end users. 

 
7.5.2.2 DAL  

No changes were made, since the DAL is static and only manages the connection and 

execution of operations. 

 

7.5.2.3 BLL  

o Business Entities - Activity.cs – a new isLocked property was added to the activity 

class and its constructor. 

o Business Logic – ActivityLogic.cs – SequenceActivityAddActivities and 

GetActivitiesToSequenceActivities where edited so the SQL statements will include 

the isLocked column. Additionally, two  new functions where added:  

 

Table 4: Summary of the new developed functions. 

Function name Purpose 

lockActivityInSequence 
Change the isLock property of specific activity associated to 

specific sequence activity. 
unlockActivityInSequence 

 

7.5.2.4 SmsWeb 

o ActivityLogicHandler.ashx – Two calls for logic actions were added: lock and 

unlock. These actions execute the suitable function from the ActivityLogic, which 

changes the activity ‘isLocked’ field in the DB.  

o ShowActivities.aspx – the main page of SMS-HIT. Modifications were made in the 

pages’ HTML, JQuery scripts, CSS and .net code. Both the design and functionality 

of the page were changed in order to display the activity’s status – locked or unlocked, 

and permit switching from one state to the other. An image button was added to each 

inner activity to indicate the activity state. In case the editor clicks the button to create 

a pause, a JQuery function fires an Ajax call which sends a suitable request to 

ActivityLogicHandler according to the current button's state. After the activity 

receives the new state, the CSS class of the button changes accordingly to displaying 

a red lock, indicating that the activity is locked (Figure 21). 
 

7.5.2.5 Mobile interface  

Changes were made in the controller and view layers. A new view was created, firstLock 

displayed in cases when the first activity of the sequence is locked. Also, the feedback 

view was adjusted to display a pause notification when the next activity among the 

sequence is locked. The GetSequenceActivity function in the activity controller was also 
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modified to check and retrieve information regarding the state of the next activity, and 

if it is locked. The changes in the events process are described below (Figure 22): 

 

The GetSequenceActivity function determines whether the next activity is locked, and 

if it is the first activity of the sequence. If so, it redirects to firstlock view. There, 

continue button is displayed along with a pause notification, instructing the end-user to 

press the button after receiving directions from the editor. If the activity is not locked, 

the GetSequenceActivity function redirects to the relevant activity view. After the user 

submits his answer, the controller processes the information and redirects to the 

Feedback view. Once clicking the “Continue” button an Ajax post request is sent to the 

GetSequenceActivity function in the controller to verify if the next activity is valid and 

whether it should be displayed or locked. In case of a pause, a matching message is 

displayed. 

 

 
Figure 22 State diagram – sequence with pause option, mobile interface 
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Figure 23: Sequence activity process with pause notification when both the first and 

the second activities are locked. 

 

7.6 Second iteration - Testing 

The purpose of the second round of tests was to examine whether the pause additions 

that were developed, have answered the needs determined in the first iteration. This round of 

testing was performed in an academic course with 60 students, during the last class of the 

semester. As part of the experiment, the editor (course lecturer) prepared in advance a 

sequence with three activities, including pause before the second and third activities. 

Throughout the lesson, the lecturer presented the sequence QR-code and directed the students 

to scan it and answer the first question. Since that the class was large, in addition to the QR-

code presented on screen, the lecturer prepared in advance a printed version   to prevent 

delays. The printed version was used by students who were unable to scan from a distance 

using their devices. 

After responding to the first question, and since the second activity was locked by the 

editor, students who tried to move on to the next question, were shown a message was 

instructing them to wait for directions from the lecturer. Concurrently, the lecturer presented 

and referred to the results obtained. At the end of a brief discussion, he cancelled the pause 

of the second activity and instructed the students to continue. A similar process was 

conducted between the second and the third activities. 
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Figure 24: Round two of testing - class of 60 students:  

top left – the lecturer preparing the sequence before class;  

top right – the pause message in the mobile interface and the printed QR-code; 

bottom – students scanning the QR-code at the beginning of the activity 

At the end of the experiment eight students from the class were interviewed. Two of 

them were familiar with SMS-HIT from different activities carried out by other lecturers, for 

the rest, it was the first experience. None of the students had previously experienced the 

sequence activity option. 

The decision to interview the students and to use qualitative methods stemmed from 

a desire to conduct an open conversation about the system use. During interviews it is 

possible to re-phrase question or ask new questions if needed, in order to obtain clear 

answers. A discussion may lead to honest, richer and in-depth answers as it is possible to rely 

on the interpersonal aspect: gestures, reactions or tone.  

No operational problems were mentioned, and the students indicated they understood 

how to use the mobile interface. When asked about the pause between the activities, which 

was created intentionally, some of them mentioned that they tried to click on the ‘Continue’ 

button, but the message shown was clear and they understood they should wait for guidance 

from their lecturer. 
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Participants' suggestions:  
Add an indicator regarding that points to the question chosen from all the activities 

held in the sequence. For example: “Activity 2 of 4”. 
Additionally, in an interview with the editor (a user familiar with SMS-HIT who 

performed three different activities in the past six months), he commented that when he was 

asked to perform a sequence activity, he immediately realized the potential for a new addition 

to his lessons, which he wanted to try by himself. He noted that the creation of the activity 

was done flawlessly with the only difficulty of operating the activities responses display.  

Editor's suggestion:  
In the SMS-HIT editor interface, allow the editor to move from one activity view 

directly to the next or previous activity’s results without returning to the main screen of the 

system. 

7.7 Second iteration - Conclusions  

7.7.1 Conclusions regarding new developed additions  

The pause option created the opportunity for editors to formulate new types of 

questions by allowing them to make a stop between activities for discussions or reference to 

other activities. This shows that controlling the pace is important since it enhances the 

functionality of   the SMS-HIT. 

 

7.7.2 Decisions regarding further development 

Two different needs were identified in the second round of tests. One from the students who 

use the mobile interface; and the second from the editor, who manages the activities in the 

system interface. Both needs deal with navigation issues. Since users control their own 

navigation and they have the ability to navigate to numerous pages throughout the web, there 

is the potential for them to "get lost" in it.  Thus, establishing a continual sense of place for 

the user is a critical aspect of web page design (Galitz, 2002):  

1. The students suggested adding a feature that will allow them to know their 

location in sequence, and the number of activities expected in this sequence. 

Knowing the present location in relation to the entire procedure helps the user 

understands the process, as he knows how many questions he has already replied 

to and how many more questions he needs to answer. 

2. The editor offered to allow direct passage between the views of activities that 

belongs to the same sequence. The only way to navigate between activities results 

is to navigate back to the main page, and from there to the desired activity view. 

Therefore, the direct passage is important in order to allow the editor to move 

through sequence activities efficiently and effectively, especially, to save time 

while operating the system and managing activities in class. 

Both of the suggestions are handled in the third iteration. 

The development of an option to toggle between activities will enable the editor to 

navigate directly between the activities views without the need to return to the main screen. 

Also, it was decided to add an option to unlock an activity from the activity view. 

Consequently, in situations when the editor creates a pause, he may also call it off and 

continue the sequence directly from the activity view without having to navigate to the main 

screen to perform this action. 
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7.8 Third iteration  

7.8.1 Design of Toggle between activities views + number of current activity – 

requirements 

 Number of current activity requirements (MI*): 

1. Display the number of the current activity from the total number of activities in the 

sequence.  

 Toggle between activities requirements (EE*): 

1. In all types of views (text, single, multiple, quantitative, rating), if the activity 

shown is part of a sequence, display buttons that allow toggling to the next or previous 

activity.  

2. Identify if the present activity is the first or the last in the sequence and disable the 

buttons accordingly. 

 Unlock pause from activity view requirements (EE*): 

 1. Identify if the presented activity is locked, and if so, display a button that allows 

its release. 

 

* EE = Editor Environment, MI = mobile interface 
 

7.8.2 Development steps – technical aspects 

 
7.8.2.1 DB  

No additional tables or fields where added.  
 

7.8.2.2 DAL  

No changes were made in this layer. 
 

7.8.2.3 BLL  

No changes were made in this layer. 
 

7.8.2.4 SmsWeb  

o ShowActivitiys.aspx – a JQuery event listener was added to the inner activities name 

(activities which are associated to sequence), so when a user wishes to view the 

activity, the sequence number associated with it is added to the activity view URL as 

a parameter (Figure 25).   

o Activities views pages: ActivitGraphDataContainer, 

PresentActivityCountContainer, PresentActivityTextContainer –  

 aspx files – Three asp image buttons were added to each form, one is used to toggle 

to the next activity view, the second to toggle to the previous, and the third to 

handle the unlock action (Figure 25). When the page loads a JQuery function 

analyzes the URL parameters so if the presented activity is part of a sequence, the 

‘next’ and ‘previous’ buttons are displayed, and if it is not associated to a sequence, 

they remain hidden.  
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Another JQuery function is bind to the ‘unlock’ button and preforms an Ajax call to 

ActivityLogicHandler in order to perform the suitable function from the 

activityLogic. 

 CS files – The page_load function was edited to identify the presented activity and 

whether it is in the locked state. This in order to show or hide the unlock button. 

Three functions where added to each of the files: prev_next, prev_button, 

next_button. 

 prev_next - Identify whether the current activity is first, last, or elsewhere along 

the sequence and enable or disable the asp image buttons accordingly. 

 prev_button / next_button - Change the PostBackUrl of the asp image button to 

previous / next activity of the sequence, according to the activity type and the 

sequence which it is associated to. 

 

Figure 25: Toggle between activities in SMS-HIT editor interface 
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7.8.2.5 Mobile interface   

Changes were made in the controller and view layers. Two session variables were 

added to the GetSequenceActivity function in the activity controller - sequence_total 

and sequence_current, which retain the number of activities in the sequence and the 

number of current activity, respectively. In case the feedback is of a sequence, the 

data from the sessions is displayed on the continue button in the following form – 'go 

to activity X from Y' (Figure 26). 

Figure 26: Number of current activities in mobile interface 

 

7.9 Third iteration – Testing 

The purpose of a third round of testing was to evaluate the changes made and to check 

if the additions developed helped students and the editor during the activity. This time, testing 

was held in the same class with the same 60 students as the second iteration, but a different 

course and a different lecturer. The editor prepared in advance a sequence of seven activities 

with one pause positioned before the last activity. During the lesson, he presented the 

sequence QR-code and directed the students to scan and answer the questions.  

After the students responded to all first six questions, and when they reached the 

pause point, the editor presented the answers received at that point, and conducted a 

discussion. Since this is a long sequence, during the discussion the editor made several 

transitions and toggled between the activities results to compare them and draw conclusions 

along with the students. At the end of the discussion, the editor unlocked the seventh question 

and instructed the students to answer it. 

Similar to previous rounds, interviews were conducted with the students and editor, 

in order to check the satisfaction level and the system usability. Seven student participated, 

all of them experienced the system in the second round or even before. They have noticed 

the new addition in the mobile interface and were surprised to see the number of remaining 

questions, which was particularly high in this sequence - seven activities. They have noted 

that especially because of the long sequence; they were glad to know how many activities 

they have left. 
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Unlike the rest of the cases, the editor was a new user; this being his first experience 

with SMS-HIT and the first activity he performed in a class. He commented on the 

convenient use   of the system interface in general and the sequence activities in particular. 

In his opinion, without the option to create sequences it would have been very difficult for 

him to make the students scan seven QR-codes and answer a question each time. 

Consolidation questions into one sequence enabled him to perform the activity in a 

convenient way, without giving up any of the questions he had planned.  

As for the developments of this round, the transition between views activities was 

greatly facilitated by the discussion management. Without direct passage, viewing the 

different activities results would have been time consuming and potentially create confusion. 

The option to also unlock from the view enabled the editor to continue the discussion without 

having to interrupt it by moving to another screen. 

7.10 Third iteration - Conclusions  

7.10.1 Conclusions regarding the new developed additions  

The lecturer pointed out that the sequence development is very useful in his opinion. He did 

not have problems creating or operating the sequence, but stated that he feels that there is 

great importance to the editor's guidance and explanations to the students in the classroom. 

His instructions, such as when to start scanning and responding, when to stop and have a 

discussion about the results, and whether or when to move on, are critical in order to create 

meaningful activity that will be conducted in a positive way. 

7.10.2 Decisions regarding further development 

Participants' suggestion:  

The only proposal relates to feedback view. Some students said that in cases of pause they 

prefer to be alerted when the next activity is available rather than click on ‘continue’ button. 

Meaning, that until the next activity becomes available, the button remains disable and will 

automatically become clickable when the editor unlock the pause. 
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8 Discussions and Conclusions  
This study followed the iterative process of improving SMS-HIT according to the 

pedagogical needs of the users. Although the system was released a year before the start of 

the study, there was a desire to improve the existing situation and expand the options 

available to users to allow them to create and manage various learning interactions. 

Throughout the study, editors and end users were questioned and interviewed. Among 

their various proposals, the main subject repeated often dealt with multiplicity of activities. 

Managing multiple activities turned out to common requirements that in the baseline 

condition could not be treated appropriately because no suitable solution was provided. 

Therefore, the developments created in the study revolved around the subject of sequence 

activities as shown below:  

First iteration:  

 Presenting editor sequences details 

 Creating / Editing sequence 

 Associating activities to sequence 

 Ordering activities in sequence 

 Displaying sequence results  

 Presenting sequence in mobile interface 

Second iteration 

 Creating and managing pauses 

 Presenting pauses in mobile interface 

Third iteration  

 Allowing navigation between activities results (editors interface) 

 Unlocking activity directly from the activity's results 

 Presenting the current and total number of the sequence’s activities 

 

The following table describes the different SMS-HIT components, and the related changes 

made in each of the iterations:  
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Table 5: SMS-HIT components changes in each of the study iterations 

 First iteration Second iteration Third iteration 

DB 

Two new tables were added: 

‘Sequence Activities’  

and ‘Sequence Activities 

Associations’ 

isLocked field was 

added to ‘Sequence 

Activities 

Associations’ table 

 

No changes 

 

DAL 
No changes were made through the whole development process. 

The DAL is static and only manages the connection and execution of operations. 

BLL 

 Business Entities – a new 

entity was added: 

SequenceActivity 

 Business Logic –a set of new 

functions were added for 

retrieving and executing 

sequence activities operations: 

creating, updating, associating 

activities, etc. 

 isLocked property 

was added to 

Activity Entities. 

 Changes in the 

different Logic 

functions to 

include the new 

isLocked field.  

 New functions 

were added to 

change isLock 

property of 

specific activity. 

No changes 

 

SMS WEB (editor) 

‘add 

sequence 

activity’ 

page 

A new page for creating 

Sequence Activities. 

No changes 

 

No changes 

 

‘show 

activities’ 

page 

Display the logged in user data: 

Sequence Activities, and 

activities which associated to 

each Sequence Activity.  

Display the activities 

status – locked or 

unlocked, and enable 

its change from one 

state to the other. 

Pass the sequence 

number associated 

with an activity as 

URL parameter. 

‘add activity 

to sequence 

activity’ 

page 

A new page for linking or 

unlinking existing activities to a 

specific Sequence Activity.  

No changes 

 

No changes 

 

‘activity 

logic’ 

handler 

A new ASP .net generic 

handler processes web requests, 

such as changing the order of 

sequences, adding or removing 

activity.  

Two new calls for 

logic actions: to lock 

or unlock an activity. 
- 

Activities 

views 

 

- - 

Three image buttons 

to toggle to the next 

or previous activity 

view (if exists), and 

to unlock locked 

action (if locked). 
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Mobile (End user) 

controllers 

New function was added in 

order to realize which activity 

among the sequences should be 

present next 

Check the state of the 

next activity, and 

whether it is locked 

Retain the number 

of activities in the 

sequence, and the 

number of current 

activity. 

views 

‘Feedback’ view was modified, 

as the ability to identify whether 

the activity is a part of a 

sequence was added and present 

‘continue button’ if needed. 

 New view –

firstLock, 

displayed if the 

first activity of the 

sequence is locked. 

 ‘Feedback’ view 

was adjusted to 

display a pause 

notification 

Feedback view, the 

content of continue 

button –was change 

to display the 

current numbers: 

‘go to activity X 

from Y’. 

 

All these actions have opened the possibility of conducting a new variety of learning 

interactions, and improve the pedagogical strategies. For example, one can now conduct a 

sequence with questions which influence each other, or sequences that meant to deal with 

questions on  one topic that go from general to specific, from simple to  complex  or vice 

versa. 

The sequence can be implemented in two configurations: continuous or with pauses. 

Making a stop during the sequence allows the editor to address the questions that have already 

been answered, the results that were obtained, or even to hold a discussion. In any form of 

pedagogy, content domain or an implementation, the use of sequence has proven to be 

effective, as it saves time and allows the convenience of both editor and end users. 

Since the new version, which includes all the described developments, was uploaded 

to the server, users started creating sequence activities even before the new options were 

detailed in the user manual, or any notification was sent to users. Two conclusions can be 

drawn: first, the user interface is convenient and straightforward to use, as numerous users 

created and conducted sequence activity in classroom without any problem or need for help. 

Second, the development answered a real need, since users started using it immediately after 

the release of the new version, and still continue to use the option and create sequences. 

Examples of comments received from editors who performed sequence activities 

independently, after they were asked to give feedback on the system use and the sequence 

option (content translated from Hebrew): 
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Hello SMS-HIT 

 

I performed a sequence activity during a lesson to the tenth grade students on the topic of stereotypes.  

The activity was very successful: I presented six short videos, each had a character with stereotyped 

tag.  

After each video, the students responded to different activity with their smart-phones, in which they 

were asked what stereotype they believe the character had. At the end of every activity we held a 

discussion, viewed the next video, and the students continued to the next activity.  

The sequence allowed me to quickly coordinate responses from the entire class to different activities. 

 

Regards, 

Yaron, 

Department of communications 

Western Galilee High School  

  

  
Dear Team  

 

The activity I carried out was part of a 'probability marathon' conducted in a tenth-grade class, prior 

to their matriculation exams. The entire sequence represented one question from the test, and each 

activity embodied one section of the question. Once the students responded to all the sequence's 

questions, we examined the answers obtained in each of them, presented the correct answers and 

explained them. 

 

Your system is great, and the ability to navigate between the results of the various sequence’s 

activities is necessary and very effective.  

 

Tomer  

Instructor mathematics,  

High School Eilat 

The use of PRS during lessons (especially in large classes) introduces a meaningful 

interactive element and contributes to the educational effectiveness (Duncan, 2006). To 

enhance the use of PRS and allow users to create new interactive functionalities, it is 

important to provide them with proper solutions to their needs. This study investigated and 

solutions were developed to meet them.  To continue maintaining a relevant and useful 

system, it is important to continue to researching the users’ needs and develop extensions 

that will enhance their experience and pedagogical skills. 
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9 Future Development  
From the many suggestions made by the various participants during the interviews 

and tests, only those major and most significant ones whose development was considered to 

be most useful were pursued. However, there are some ideas that should be considered for 

future development, a list of which is described below:  
 

1. Changing the behaviour of ‘continue’ button in the feedback view of the mobile 

interface. In the last round of tests, it was suggested that end users will not have to 

click the button in order to be notified of a pause, but be informed when the next 

activity in the sequence is available. A solution to this proposal can be applied by 

changing the ‘continue’ button state so that only when the editor unlocks the next 

activity, the button becomes clickable. Such a change would require working with a 

socket so the mobile interface remains in direct contact with the server (using 

Keepalive). 

2. Automatic reuse of content, meaning, to use the responses received in a specific 

activity to create the distractors of other activity.  The editor can manually reuse 

content by creating a pause at the end of the first activity in a sequence, and edit the 

distractors of the second activity, in accordance with the responses received to the 

first one. Although it is possible to perform the operation this way, making the process 

automatic can be more effective and save time in class during the operation of a 

sequence.  

3. Analyzing responses. Although the system does not have an option to identify the end 

users, since they respond to a few questions in sequence, it is possible to keep the 

context of their answers. This way, it will be possible to analyze and export cut-outs 

of the entire sequence. For example, how many respondents who chose the last 

distractor of the first question also chose the first distractor of the second question. 

Analysis of the sequence data can be very significant and help the editor draw 

important conclusions. 

4. Optional ‘Skip button.’  When creating a sequence to be used as a questionnaire the 

editor may want sometime one of the questions to be optional. For example, in 

questions that are intended to solicit ideas, comments or insights. A skipping option 

could be a solution to this issue.  In this scenario, the editor would be able to ‘turn 

on’ the optional question button when managing the sequence, and as a result, a ‘skip’ 

button will display in the question, allowing the end user to skip to the next question 

without responding to the current one.  

In addition to these developments, directly related to the sequence activity developed 

in this study, it is possible to continue to identify and develop other ideas suggested by the 

participants, which were never considered in the study, such as: Picture Based Activity, 

Long comments display For Text Activities and preventing users from responding more 

than once. 
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10 Limitations 
The following limitations had to be considered during this work:  

Technical limitations: 

The development of the SMS-HIT begun two years ago by a single programmer. As part of 

this study, some new capabilities were added to the system. These were developed by a 

different person than the original programmer. Thus, it was necessary to learn the system and 

thoroughly understand its technology and architecture, in order to develop the additions 

efficiently and correctly. 

Working system with large number of users: SMS-HIT is an existing system that 

functions with a large number of users. Any change or improvement needed to be 

implemented in a way that would not impact current users while promoting their use. For 

example:  

1. Avoid making major changes to work processes which users are accustomed to. 

2. Maintain the existing interface and methods of use already familiar to the users.  

3. Notify users about new features. 

Time constraints: Time constraints were also a limitation of this work, therefore the 

number of iterations in this study was limited to three. Given additional time, it would have 

been possible to develop extra capabilities from the ‘further development’ list shown above, 

or to identify other users’ needs and additional capabilities that could upgrade the system. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A – Preliminary review from 2011 of online systems which 
simulate the operation of PRS using smart phones 
 

 Polleverywhere.com - Creating polls and answering via SMS, Twitter or web interface 

Pricing: Free for 40 responses per poll and basic management properties. Different 

payment programs for greater number of responses or advanced managing 

capabilities. Also offers higher education plan: payment per student or per lecturer. 

Main features and management capabilities: Setting up a custom PollEv.com 

address, presenting and managing polls from a mobile device, batch editing, control 

of responses per participant, surveys, visual control, sharing options. 

Output types: Direct URL link, embed options including PPT presentations (with 

design capabilities and possibility to operate activities from the presentation), Excel 

CSV, REST API. 

 

Figure 27: Polleverywhere editing poll page (2011) 

 Mentimeter.com – Creating polls and answering using web interface. 

Pricing: Free for the basic version and $99 for advanced managing capabilities. 

Main features and management capabilities: Themes, QR-code, series of 

questions (premium account). 

Output types: Direct URL link, embed link, Excel. 

 JANET txt By PageONE - Mobile messaging for education. Developed in the UK for 

local education community. Intended for use as a system of communication with groups 

rather than for pedagogical content. 

http://www.polleverywhere.com/
https://www.mentimeter.com/
http://www.pageone.co.uk/downloads/brochures/janettxt_brochure.pdf


II 
 

Pricing: Free for one-way. Two-way cost is priced by message blocks: 200 Euro per 

5000 messages. 

Main features and management capabilities: campaign management (keyword-

based), group based subscriptions, multi-lingual, scheduling, keyword management, 

real-time reporting tool, sending messages of different types (Flash, WAP Push, 

vCard, vCal), creating and managing users \ groups, concatenation permissions, 

tracking personal data, SMS inventory tracking.  

Output types: Excel Plug-in, Moodle Plug-in, Secure integration API, SOAP 

gateway. 

 

Figure 28: JANET txt creating text message (2011) 
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Appendix B - Detailed information regarding SMS-HIT 
 

B.1 SMS-HIT Stakeholders    

Software systems are not just used, as constant processes are made to operate, repair 

and enhance them. Various people are responsible for these different actions, each has a 

different perspective on the system. We can refer to these people as stakeholders: 

“A stakeholder in the architecture of a system is an individual, team, or organization, having 

an interest in the realization of the system” (Rozanski and Woods, 2011).  

The following table describes SMS-HIT stakeholders, according to their roles: 

Table 6: SMS-HIT stakeholders 

Operational 

roles 

Development / Testing Team 

Support / Helpdesk / Training Team 

Management / administration 

Beneficiaries 

Social beneficiary - Ministry of Education, Schools, Colleges and universities 

(teachers and students) 

Functional beneficiary - Various companies 

External Hotline messaging Company 

Interfacing 

roles 

Owner – Department of Instructional Technologies at Holon Institute of 

Technology (HIT), Israel 

Hybrid roles Users – Editors + end users (both system environments) 

Negative /  

hostile roles 

Competitors 

Hackers / virus writers 
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B.2 SMS-HIT technologies used on Server side:  

SMS-HIT is built on a Microsoft .NET 4 platform, based on both ASP.NET and MVC 4 

projects integrated with Microsoft SQL Server: 

.NET Framework (SMS-HIT editor environment) - a programming infrastructure that 

provides services for building, deploying, and running different applications, such as 

desktop, web services and mobile. It consists of the common language runtime (CLR), and 

an extensive class library. SMS-HIT editor environment is a SAAS, thus the .NET framework 

was chosen for this project, as it includes the Microsoft Framework large set of ready to use 

classes, objects and methods, which can be employed by any .NET application. An example 

of this is data access features that enable connections to various kinds of database and display 

data using simple code. Another example is the different web services that a client application 

can call by making HTTP requests. Also, .NET is based on an object oriented architecture 

that allows the developer to work by the code-behinds method, to separate a code from the 

design of a page, enabling to alter the pages designs without breaking the code. The collection 

of these capabilities meets the needs and goals of the system, including: connecting, 

retrieving and using data stored on the DB server, communications with the hotline 

company's service, etc. 

ASP.NET MVC 4 (SMS-HIT mobile web interface) - model-view-controller (MVC) is a 

software architecture pattern for developing and implementing well-structured user 

interfaces. This Microsoft framework helps to separate web applications to 3 distinct layers, 

with a focus on a clean code and testability. MVC 4 is a complete replacement to traditional 

ASP.NET Web Forms, delivering advantages for different kinds of Web development 

projects. The views, controllers and actions are the new replacement to the old ASPX pages, 

controls, postbacks and view state (Palermo et al., 2012). 

The fourth version of the framework was chosen to be used in the SMS-HIT mobile 

project because it focuses on making the mobile web application development easier. This 

version includes mobile application templates, enables display-modes and also integration 

with jQuery Mobile (detailed below). Furthermore, one of the core components of this new 

version is the Razor view engine that provides a way to mix code and markup within the 

same file and to minimize the amount of syntax (Galloway et al., 2012). Therefore, MVC4 

was an appropriate choice for the mobile project, as it is designed to optimize the 

development process of smart phone devices projects. 

SQL Server - Structured Query Language is a relational database programming language 

used to access and modify data. SQL server is a Microsoft relational database management 

system that can store and retrieve data per request by other software applications (on the same 

or another computer across a network). Since the initial planning stages of SMS-HIT, 

emphasis was placed on designing the system to function as a large scale application, thus it 

was necessary to use a database that will enable to locate relevant information quickly while 

being scalable and reliable. Moreover, Microsoft SQL server is compatible and optimized to 

work with both MVC and traditional ASP.NET projects. So in practice, the two SMS-HIT 

environments communicate with a single database, retrieve and write data according to 

editors and end-users actions. 
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B.3 SMS-HIT technologies used on Client side:  

Both of the environments of SMS-HIT are web based. Therefore, during the development of 

the client side, conventional technologies were selected, which are free and commonly used 

in this type of developments.  Hence, the following are widely used in SMS-HIT client side: 

HTML5 – HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language, the major markup language for 

creating web pages. As a markup language, HTML is based on a set of markup symbols or 

codes which the internet browsers can interpret and present. HTML5 is the newest, up-to-

date standard for HTML, it was especially designed to support rich content without the need 

for additional plugins. The current, (fifth) version delivers animation, graphics, music, 

movies, and therefore can be used to build complicated web applications.  

CSS – Meaning Cascading Style Sheets. While HTML provides the data structure, CSS 

provides the styling information, which is basically the visual presentation of the markup 

language files. CSS goal is to enable developers to separate content from design. This way 

the HTML can perform without having to rely on the design and layout. 

JavaScript - A dynamic object-oriented computer scripting language. JavaScript, also 

known as JS, can be integrated into HTML pages as client-side scripts enabling interaction 

with the user, in order to add dynamic content to websites, generate image rollovers, validate 

form input and to control pop-ups. This way, the use of JS adds usability enhancements and 

richer functionality of websites. 

JQuery - A cross-platform JavaScript library designed to develop web apps that are 

compatible with various mobile device platforms. JQuery simplifies the client-side 

scripting of HTML and makes it easier to handle events, navigate a document, 

create animations, and develop Ajax applications. 

Ajax - Asynchronous JavaScript and XML is a web development technique that helps make 

websites more interactive and more responsive. Ajax permits sending and retrieving 

information from the server in an asynchronous way. In such work form, instead of waiting 

for a response from the server, the browser and the user keep working without any 

interruptions to the display or to the behaviour of the page. Additionally, Ajax only updates 

the content that is actually changed without reloading. 
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B.4 SMS-HIT DB 

The diagram below describes SMS-HIT tables’ relationships: 

Figure 29: SMS-HIT database tables 

 

Users and roles: The “Users” table holds data regarding the registered users (editors). 

Through the “UserRoles” table, the “Users” table is linked to the “Roles” table that 

stores a list of different system roles, each of them has its own permissions.   

Activities and activities types:  The “Activities” table stores information regarding 

activities that editors have created. Since the activity object has several different 

types, each of them with its own data structure, it was decided to avoid the creation 

of a separate table for each of the activities type. As an alternative solution, the 

activity table contains all the relevant information regarding activities, and is linked 

to the activity types table. 

Contributions and SMS sent: These two tables hold received or sent messages data. 

Every message is linked to its relevant activity in the “Activities” table.  
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B.5 3-tier architecture pattern in SMS-HIT: 

SMS-HIT consists of the ‘3-tier’ architecture pattern, in a traditional UI-BLL-DAL 

separation (figure 6): 

1. Resource tier (Data tier) – contains and manages everything related to the data, as it 

stores and retrieves information. Giving data its own tier, helps in improving the systems 

scalability and performance. SMS-HIT data tier contains both the database and the data 

access layer: 

 SMS-HIT DB – SMS-HIT database is located on an SQL server. The DB contains 

various tables that stores the data regarding users, roles, activities and responses. 

Diagram of the DB tables can be found on appendix B.4. 

 Data access layer (DAL) – responsible for communication with the database 

providing simplified access to the data. The DAL project is referenced to the higher 

layer projects which manages the various possible system operations. 

2. Service tier (Application tier) - controls the application’s functionality by performing 

detailed processing.  This tier is vital since it validates the input conditions before calling a 

method from the data layer and ensures the data input is correct before proceeding. SMS-

HIT service tier contains the Business logic layer and the SmsWebService: 

 Business logic layer is based on two different layers: 

1. Business Entities - define the system entities and store data values. For example, 

users and activity is a couple of the core SMS-HIT entities: 

• Users - sets the user object and its various properties. 

• Activity - defines the object of activity, and the suitable data according to 

the activity type.  

2. Business Logic - In SMS-HIT, the Business logic project manages the CRUD 

commands (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) with a set of SQL queries which 

performs operations on entities, and transfer them to the DAL. The DAL project is 

referenced to the Business tier, and is responsible for the connection with the DB and 

for executing the different operations. Each component in the Business Logic 

contains functions that perform operations on a specific Business Entities. For 

example: 

• User Logic - manages all operations relevant to users, such as registering 

and controlling the users’ details.  

• Activity Logic - responsible for all actions relevant to activities: creating 

new activity in the database, deleting, editing activities and retrieving 

information. 

• SendSMS logic – preforms process for maintaining data on incoming 

responses and outgoing messages. 

 SmsWebService – this project is responsible for communicating with the hotline 

provider, and all the related actions: sending SMS to a particular number, transferring 

incoming messages, and retrieving the remaining messages number from the hotline 
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etc. All action are performed using SOAP4 and REST5 methods. This web service 

project is referenced to the Business Logic project that manages the execution of these 

operations. 

3. Client tier (Presentation tier) - provides the application’s user interface and displays 

information related to the system service and content. As such, this tier involves the use 

of Web based technologies for browser-based interaction.  It communicates with other tiers 

by outputting results to the browser. SMS-HIT client tier contains two different projects, both 

communicate with the Business Logic layer to update and preform operations: 

 SmsWeb – traditional ASP.NET project. The editor environment that includes various 

web forms for different system capabilities: creating, managing, performing and 

displaying several types of activities. All of these operations are managed in one of 

the aspx pages of the system; each of them contains the proper logic. The major pages 

are: 

• ShowActivities.aspx – The main page of SMS-HIT displays the logged in user 

activities list. 

• AddActivity - where the editor can create different types of activities or edit 

existing activities. 

• Activities views pages: ActivitGraphDataContainer, 

PresentActivityCountContainer, and PresentActivityTextContainer – where 

the editor can display the results of the activities and manage the responses 

received. 

 Mobile – MVC 4 project. The mobile interface enables mobile devices to send activity 

responses. It may be also used from PCs or tablets. This project contains different 

views for each of the activities types, but has only a single main controller – ‘activity 

controller’, which communicates with the BLL to receive information or execute 

actions. The user is redirected to the relevant view by the “Routing System” that 

forward the processed URL request to the ‘activity controller’. Then, the controller 

examines the activity ID, and sends the data to the relevant view according to the 

activity type. Finally, the HTML page is displayed using the Razor view engine, which 

renders the view. 

 

 

                                                 
4 SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol - standardized messaging protocol for exchanging, constructing, and 

processing structured information independent of the technological capabilities of the receiver. 
5 REST - Representational State Transfer - simple stateless architectural style for designing Web applications. 


